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Olinical . and other Notes 715 

is, in the direction. of the hands C?f the clock. By seizing the whole 'mass 
of intestine between the outstretched fingers of both ha~ds and turning 
it from right to left for three and a half tu.rns, that is, abo1,lt 1,260°, the 

· torsion of the 'mesentery was undone, and the parts. occupied their 
normal positions. The mesenterIc glands were normal on.inspection 
in situ: .' . 

No apparent cause could be found for the condition discovered at the 
autopsy. The sm,all intestine was not in a state of gangrene, but of 
intense engorgement with blood, which was due to mechanical inter
ference' with the mesenteric circulation ;first,the,arrest of the: venous 
return from the gut, and, later, as torsion became more marked, and 
compression greater complete arrest of, the flow in both "veins and arteries. 

Weible,l who' describes a case which he operated on successfully, was 
able to obtain from tbe literatUre particul~rs of sixty,si~ cases of which 
twenty-three' recovered after, operation. His communication contains an 
excellent' resume of these cases. An interesting fact is that the usual 
a.mount of torsion was about 1800 only, in two o(the cases it was as 

· much as 7200 (two complete turns).. Our case, which.showed three com
plete turns and a half (about 1,260°), would, therefore, appear to be 

· unique so far as the extent of the torsion is concerned. 

ADAPTATIQN OF THE MI.LLER-JAMES STRETCHER CARRIER 
FOR TRENCH WORK. , . 

- By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL O. W. A.- ELSNEH. 
RoyalArmy Medical Oorps. 

THE following is a d"escription of an adaptation of the Miller-J ames 
~heeled stretcher carrier for use in the tren,ches.· The necessity of some 
such device occumid to me when:working 'a part of the line involving a 
twenty-five minutes walk along the communication treItch which took 
fully one and a half hours to accomplish by four bearers with a loaded 
stretcher: ~ " 

The Miller·James carrier is a' collapsible one with pneumatic tyres. I 

When the wheels -are approximated you have a capital twin-wheeled 
· support for a stretcher. I therefore had ~wo cross pieces ;made the width 
of the open stretcher'"and removing the grips,which hold the stretcher, 

-from the springs, fixed them to either end of the cross pieces. The 
springs were then fixed to.the cross pieces by bolts and ,nuts (using the 
same holes). This oompleted the job. We used this carrier all the time 

.' 1" Volvulus: Torsion of the whole Mesentery. (Report of a case with· 
} Resume of Literature.") By Rj:\lph E.Weible, M.D:, i Fargo, North Dakota. 

Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics,'voL xix. July to December, 1914, p. 644. 
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I Stre,tCher 
4 Grips with. 
Thumb'Screws 
rorho/ding 
Stretcher , 

II+-c-+---H-t- 2 Supporting Legs 

Hook for holding_r-+-f_UM 
Legl(Vhen not 

In use 
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'. Th/ck black. li';es li7dicate new parts. 
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END ELEVA.TI()N 
Scale 0/4 of an inch.=lfoot. 

.72' Bolts 
- and Nuts 

, I. 11 

1.3? 
- -Centres pr' 

8o'/~s 

i " . 11 
/ I~ x ~8 ' 
wrought "iron, 
CrQS5 Straps 

3/4 size Oetail 
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we were in thIs district and the. bearers foundjt a great boon and as the 
trench was duck· boarded all the way two bearers: could bring a stretcher 
case dpwn in three· quarters of. an' hour;; Aiso the w ~ole apparatus and 
patient could be lifted round awkward corners. ,The objection was that 
tha apparatus was unsteady, badly balanced. It then, occurred to me to 
turn the wheels round by. unscrewing the nuts in front and behind the 
extension straps, thereby placing the springs outside and the wheels 
inside (as in the plan) the two being held in position. by two W.Lcross 
straps fixed by bolts and nuts. , 

The w~eels are thus 9~ inches apart (which ,will take any duck· board) 
and the w'hble carrier and stretcher being so well-,balanced that one m'an 
could manipulate it. alone, which, of cQurse, is not necessary. ' 

The carrier can be reconverted to its original fo~mby simplyuns9rew
ing the. various bolts, turning the wheels round again and. rebolting. 
A return to the old,pattern, however, is not necessary, as the carrier is 
just, a's. handy on the open road in this form;, 

COMPLETE FRACTURE OF THE UPPER JAW. 
By LIEUTENANT HERBERT J. FOOKS., 

ROY,al :A'rmy.:Med'ical Corps;. 

A RATHER unusual case-came into my-hands which I think, may 
interest members of the medical and dental professions. 

. It was a case of a complete fracture of the whole upper jaw, and was 
the result of an accident to an:officerat~tached to the Roy,al Flying Corps; 
when alighting. His goggles.s.~ifted over his eyes and in trying to adjust 
them certain things happened;':which he cannot recollect and he nose- , 
dived to earth. After! the accident he was found with the engine of the 
aeroplane lying across his legs, quite conscious, but had received a hard 
blow in the face, which evidently caused: the fracture. When. seen on' 
aqinission to hospital, it was found that the whgie of the upper jaw 
dropped nearly half an inch when the patient opened his mouth, going' 
back easily into place on closure.' J' • ". '. . 

An X-ray photograph gave little help in diagnosis, but it was clear on 
examination that the lower part' of the an'terior border of the vomer-was 

. badly b~oken and splintered, and the res't of the bone was separate from 
the superior maidlla.' . 

In my opinion the fracture extended on both sides from the nasal 
cavity just below the nasal processes diagonally across to under surface 
of malar process and ending above the tuberosity. 

Th'e anterior nasal spine was also' splintered,and-in, the. soft tissues 
below there was a. cut which extended into the' mouth. to the, sulcus 
above the four upper i~cisor teeth. - ; 

Of course the face was very badly bruis~d and swollen, and, there was. 
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